GOING GRAY
Why We Love This Versatile Hue

STORAGE SOLUTIONS
That Really Work

ULTIMATE BATH RETREATS
From Old-World To Modern

MAKE YOUR KITCHEN Gorgeous

30 MOST INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS 2016
24. COFFEE BREAK
Coffee makes life easier for the kitchen. The Fisher Paykel with keurig® K-Cup® system is ST 1601. The 36-inch-wide, high-quality, soft-closing, full-extension, drawer-style cabinets are designed for maximum storage and efficiency. Fisher & Paykel (800-432-6488), www.fisherpaykel.com

25. UP, UP, AND AWAY
Most people would never think of using a shower as a kitchen feature. However, the new Vola Chef's Sink features a single basin that can accommodate a kitchen sink and includes a mixer tap, Lux Island (877-692-9999), www.lux.com

26. CUSTOM SPRAY
Customize a showerhead with the first flush return body spray. This gives you the ability to regulate water flow. Luxe Innovations (855-870-2000), www.luxo.com

27. OPEN PLAN
Like a smart assistant, this shower system is designed to give you the perfect shower experience. The walk-in shower is equipped with adjustable shower heads and a rainfall shower head that can be controlled from your smartphone. Luxe Innovations (855-870-2000), www.luxo.com

28. DOUBLE DUTY
Design to fit into the space of a traditional kitchen, this double shower design offers great flexibility. It can be used as a single shower or two separate showers, with one being a rain shower and the other a traditional shower. Luxe Innovations (855-870-2000), www.luxo.com

29. SERENE SCENE
Nothing better than a peaceful environment. This serene bathroom scene features a soothing, relaxing atmosphere, perfect for relaxation. Luxe Innovations (855-870-2000), www.luxo.com

30. INTEGRATED SINK
This sink is designed for maximum convenience, featuring a seamless design that integrates seamlessly with the countertop. Luxe Innovations (855-870-2000), www.luxo.com